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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Improving the accuracy of dose estimates from automatically scored dicentric
chromosomes by accounting for chromosome number

David Endesfeldera, Ulrike Kulkaa,b , Jochen Einbeckc, and Ursula Oestreichera

aDepartment of Effects and Risks of Ionising and Non-Ionising Radiation, Federal Office for Radiation Protection, Neuherberg, Germany;
bDepartment of National and International Cooperation, Federal Office for Radiation Protection, Neuherberg, Germany; cDepartment of
Mathematical Sciences, Durham University, Durham, UK

ABSTRACT
Purpose: The traditional workflow for biological dosimetry based on manual scoring of dicentric
chromosomes is very time consuming. Especially for large-scale scenarios or for low-dose expo-
sures, high cell numbers have to be analyzed, requiring alternative scoring strategies. Semi-
automatic scoring of dicentric chromosomes provides an opportunity to speed up the standard
workflow of biological dosimetry. Due to automatic metaphase and chromosome detection, the
number of counted chromosomes per metaphase is variable. This can potentially introduce
overdispersion and statistical methods for conventional, manual scoring might not be applicable
to data obtained by automatic scoring of dicentric chromosomes, potentially resulting in biased
dose estimates and underestimated uncertainties. The identification of sources for overdisper-
sion enables the development of methods appropriately accounting for increased disper-
sion levels.
Materials and methods: Calibration curves based on in vitro irradiated (137-Cs; 0.44Gy/min)
blood from three healthy donors were analyzed for systematic overdispersion, especially at higher
doses (>2Gy) of low LET radiation. For each donor, 12 doses in the range of 0–6Gy were scored
semi-automatically. The effect of chromosome number as a potential cause for the observed over-
dispersion was assessed. Statistical methods based on interaction models accounting for the num-
ber of detected chromosomes were developed for the estimation of calibration curves, dose and
corresponding uncertainties. The dose estimation was performed based on a Bayesian Markov-
Chain-Monte-Carlo method, providing high flexibility regarding the implementation of priors, likeli-
hood and the functional form of the association between predictors and dicentric counts. The pro-
posed methods were validated by simulations based on cross-validation.
Results: Increasing dose dependent overdispersion was observed for all three donors as well as
considerable differences in dicentric counts between donors. Variations in the number of detected
chromosomes between metaphases were identified as a major source for the observed overdisper-
sion and the differences between donors. Persisting overdispersion beyond the contribution of
chromosome number was modeled by a Negative Binomial distribution. Results from cross-valid-
ation suggested that the proposed statistical methods for dose estimation reduced bias in dose
estimates, variability between dose estimates and improved the coverage of the estimated confi-
dence intervals. However, the 95% confidence intervals were still slightly too permissive, suggest-
ing additional unknown sources of apparent overdispersion.
Conclusions: A major source for the observed overdispersion could be identified, and statistical
methods accounting for overdispersion introduced by variations in the number of detected chro-
mosomes were developed, enabling more robust dose estimation and quantification of uncertain-
ties for semi-automatic counting of dicentric chromosomes.
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Introduction

Radiation specific biomarkers provide an important tool to
obtain a retrospective assessment of the blood dose in cases
of unclear overexposures to ionizing radiation. Due to its
low background level, the high specificity to ionizing radi-
ation, the good reproducibility, the comparability of in vivo

and in vitro results (Romm et al. 2009), relatively good sta-
bility over time and its ability to detect partial body irradia-
tions the dicentric assay is still considered as the ‘gold
standard’ in biological dosimetry. Nevertheless, due to the
huge time and effort required for the conventional, manual
scoring of dicentric chromosomes by skilled human scorers
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(Oestreicher et al. 2018), it has only limited suitability for
large scale radiation accidents with high numbers of poten-
tially exposed individuals. Various approaches such as net-
working among international laboratories (Kulka et al.
2018), scoring in triage mode (Di Giorgio et al. 2011;
Wilkins et al. 2011; Oestreicher et al. 2017) and scoring in a
less restrictive manner (Flegal et al. 2010; Flegal et al. 2012)
have been successfully developed in recent years to over-
come these limitations. In addition, technical developments
in automatic image analysis (Schunck et al. 2004) enable
accelerated counting of dicentric chromosomes by semi-
automated scoring strategies (Vaurijoux et al. 2009; Romm
et al. 2013; Oestreicher et al. 2018). Due to the shorter
human intervention, automatic counting of dicentric chro-
mosomes provides a valuable tool not only in large scale
emergency scenarios but also for low dose research, where
very high cell numbers are required to decrease the detec-
tion limit (Oestreicher et al. 2018). However, there are
considerable differences between the conventional and the
semi-automatic scoring approach (Romm et al. 2013) and
statistical assumptions usually used for dose estimation and
quantification of uncertainties might not generally be applic-
able for semi-automatic scoring.

The conventional scoring procedure has been successfully
harmonized in recent years (IAEA 2011; ISO 2014) and it is
generally accepted that dicentric chromosome counts in
complete cells with 46 centromeres follow a Poisson distri-
bution for low-LET acute whole body exposures. One of the
central properties of Poisson distributed random variables is
equidispersion, i.e. the variance equals the mean. For manu-
ally counted dicentric chromosomes and low-LET irradi-
ation, overdispersion, i.e. variance>mean indicates partial
body irradiation (IAEA 2011) and requires special models
for dose estimation (Sasaki and Miyata 1968; Dolphin 1969;
Higueras et al. 2016). For semi-automatically counted dicen-
tric chromosomes contradictory results have been published.
While some authors do not detect overdispersion for acute
whole-body exposures (Vaurijoux et al. 2012; Gruel et al.
2013), others suggest that overdispersion can be observed at
higher doses (Vaurijoux et al. 2009; Romm et al. 2013) or
that models accounting for overdispersion provide better
fits than Poisson models (Oliveira et al. 2016). Data from
semi-automatic counting for low-LET radiation doses >2Gy
are sparsely available and overdispersion at higher doses has
therefore rarely been analyzed. Nevertheless, the observa-
tions of increased overdispersion at higher doses suggest
that technical reasons introduce overdispersion. In the con-
text of Poisson regression models, overdispersion can be
observed due to 1. omitted predictor variables, 2. incorrectly
specified functional forms, 3. random variation in condi-
tional expectations and 4. dependence between events con-
stituting a count (Berk and MacDonald 2008). Regarding
semi-automatic counting of dicentric chromosomes, a pos-
sible explanation for the observed overdispersion might be,
that the number of chromosomes detected by the image
analysis software can vary considerably between cells
(Romm et al. 2013), e.g. due to differences in the quality of
slide preparations (background, cell density or chromosome

spreading). In conventional scoring mode only cells with 46
centromeres are used for dicentric counting (Romm et al.
2013). Therefore, all cells have the same probability for
the detection of dicentric chromosomes. In contrast, for
semi-automatic counting, cells with low numbers of
detected chromosomes have a lower probability for the
detection of dicentric chromosomes. Thus, the number of
chromosomes influences the expected value of the counts
from dicentric chromosomes and acts like an omitted pre-
dictor. If dicentric counts from low-LET acute whole-body
exposure scenarios are systematically overdispersed and
overdispersion is not appropriately accounted for in the
statistical models, the number of falsely detected partial
body irradiations will be inflated, potentially causing wrong
conclusions regarding further treatment of individuals.
Furthermore, the estimated confidence intervals might be
too permissive, and in case of omitted predictor variables,
dose estimates might be biased.

The quantification of uncertainties is a central part of
dose reconstruction based on biological markers (IAEA
2011; Ainsbury et al. 2018) and requires an appropriate
experimental design, reasonable models, knowledge about
the sources contributing to the uncertainty budget as well as
assumptions on the underlying statistical distributions.
Typically, for conventional manual scoring of dicentric chro-
mosomes, the uncertainties resulting from the Poisson
model for the calibration data are combined with uncertain-
ties from the Poisson distributed test data (Merkle 1983;
Savage and Papworth 2000; IAEA 2011; Higueras et al.
2015). For overdispersed data, relaxation of the Poisson
assumption by Quasi-Poisson models (IAEA 2011; Einbeck
et al. 2018) was suggested as well as the use of Negative
Binomial, Neyman A or Hermite distributions (Puig and
Barquinero 2011; Ainsbury et al. 2013). However, although
the latter models improve the estimation of confidence
intervals, potentially biased dose estimates resulting from
omitted explanatory variables cannot appropriately be
accounted for by these models. In such cases, it is therefore
crucial to identify missing predictors and adjust the statis-
tical models accordingly (Berk and MacDonald 2008; Hilbe
2011). For instance, if the mean number of detected chro-
mosomes per cell for the test data is different from the cali-
bration data, the resulting dose estimates will be biased, if
chromosome number is not accounted for in the statistical
models. Current models for semi-automatically counted
chromosomes do not account for such situations and it is
therefore necessary to analyze the impact of the number of
detected chromosomes on the resulting numbers of dicentric
chromosomes.

Here, semi-automatically counted calibration curves based
on Cs-137 in vitro irradiated blood samples are presented
for three healthy individuals, enabling the analysis of inter-
individual variation for automatically counted dicentric
chromosomes. Inter-individual variation of dicentric counts
between adults is relatively low (Pajic et al. 2015) and is
commonly assumed to be almost negligible for conventional
manual counting. For semi-automatic scoring the situation
is less clear, as differences in quality of slide preparation
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of blood samples might have a considerable impact on the
output produced by the algorithm. To determine whether
inter-individual variation and/or overdispersion occurs for
semi-automatically counted dicentric chromosomes, 12 doses
ranging from 0 to 6Gy were evaluated. Several doses >2Gy
have been chosen to determine the association between
overdispersion and dose. The influence of the automatically
detected number of chromosomes per cell on dicentric
counts, dispersion levels and the resulting dose and uncer-
tainty estimates was analyzed in detail. A new statistical
model for calibration curve estimation including interaction
effects between dose and chromosome number is introduced
and validated. Furthermore, a Bayesian approach to solve
the inverse regression problem for dose estimation is pro-
posed, accounting for the influence of chromosome number.
The methods were validated based on simulations for all
three individuals separately and for the pooled dataset. Until
now, chromosome number has not been considered in stat-
istical methods for biological dosimetry based on semi-auto-
matically counted dicentric chromosomes. The results
suggest that the quantification of uncertainties can be
improved, biased dose estimates partly corrected and indi-
vidual variability reduced.

Material and methods

Blood donors and irradiations

Blood samples (10ml heparinized tubes) from 3 healthy
donors, 2 females (44 and 52 years) and one male person
(19 years) were irradiated with 137-Cs gamma rays (dose
rate 0.44Gy/min at 37 �C in a HWM D 2000 unit;
W€alischmiller Engineering GmbH, Markdorf, Germany).
Peripheral blood samples were obtained, with informed con-
sent, from healthy adult donors, in accordance with the local
ethics commission of the Bayerischen Landes€arztekammer
approved procedure. For the establishment of the dose
response curves whole blood samples were irradiated with
low-LET doses of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0
and 6.0Gy. One unexposed sample served as control. For
one dose response curve, the dose points 0.1 and 6.0Gy
were supplemented to an already existing curve at a later
date using blood from the same donor. Cell culturing and
preparation were performed according to well established
procedures provided by the IAEA (2011) recommendations
and ISO (2014). After irradiation and a repair time of 2 h at
37 �C, 0.5ml whole blood was transferred to culture tubes
containing RPMI-1640 culture medium (Biochrom, Berlin)
at ablood/media ratio of 0.5ml/5ml supplemented with 10%
FCS (Biochrom, Berlin), 2% PHA (Biochrom, Berlin) and
antibiotics (Penicillin–Streptomycin, 10,000U/ml Penicillin,
10mg/ml Streptomycin, Biochrom, Berlin). For cell cycle
controlled scoring long term Colcemid treatment (Roche,
Mannheim) with a final concentration in culture of 0.08mg/
ml was added 24 h after culture set up. Blood samples were
cultured in total for 48 h. The hypotonic treatment of cells
was carried out with 75mM KCl. Cells were then fixed in
methanol:acetic acid (3:1) three times and the suspension
was stored in the freezer (–18 �C) until further use. For slide

preparation the cell solution was concentrated according to
the cell yield. The quality and quantity of the metaphases
were checked under the microscope prior to Giemsa stain-
ing. The slides were covered by cover slips and fixed
with Eukitt.

Dicentric analysis

First, all slides were analyzed using the automatic scoring
system Metafer 4 by MetaSystems (Altlussheim, Germany)
including the software modules for metaphase finding
(MSearch) to detect the metaphase spreads. In the second
step, additional software tools were applied for auto-captur-
ing of high resolution images at 63� magnification with oil
(AutoCapt) and automatic detection of dicentric candidates
(DCScore). In comparison to a fully automatic scoring strat-
egy, the applied semi-automatic scoring of dicentric chro-
mosomes includes the third step, where a human scorer
evaluates the automatically detected dicentric candidates on
the screen of a PC (Romm et al. 2013). In comparison to
the conventional manual scoring, the scoring procedure for
dicentric chromosomes in the automatic mode is restricted
to evaluate dicentric candidates detected by the software.
Thus, the human intervention of an experienced scorer is
very short and involves only the decision if the detected
dicentric candidate (which is marked by the software with a
red frame and thus easy to recognize), should be confirmed
as a dicentric chromosome or rejected as a false positive.
Further information such as undetected dicentrics (false
negatives), numbers of acentric fragments, or completeness
of cells is not recorded. However, the number of detected
chromosomes and objects per cell is recorded by the soft-
ware and can be utilized for downstream analysis. In sum-
mary, the experiments and the scoring of dicentric
chromosomes were performed as described in (Oestreicher
et al. 2018).

Statistical methods

Quasi-Poisson generalized linear regression models (glm)
were estimated based on dicentric counts from doses Di to
obtain linear-quadratic calibration curves from in vitro data
without accounting for chromosome number (NC)

E½Yi� ¼ ki ¼ C þ aDi þ bDi
2 (1)

where Yi ¼ Ri
Ni
: The variable Ri represents the dicentric

counts for Ni cells at dose Di and the index i indicates the
i-th design dose. The random variable Ri was described by a
Quasi-Poisson model with expected value E Ri½ � ¼ kiNi,
variance r2 Rið Þ ¼ hkiNi and dispersion parameter h:
Coefficients of regression curves were compared using two
sample Z-tests. To test the effect of donor, for each single
dose D � 1 Gy Quasi-Poisson glms were separately esti-
mated with donor as the only predictor. The null hypothesis
that there is no reduction in deviance compared to the
intercept only (null) model, i.e. adding donor does not
improve the model fits, was tested by F tests. Additionally,
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to test the null hypothesis of equal means, all combinations
of pairwise comparisons of dicentric counts between donors
were performed using Wald test. Generally, for calibration
curve estimation based on glms, an identity link function
was used as commonly suggested for biological dosimetry
(IAEA 2011). For glm based comparisons at single doses,
logarithmic link functions were used, providing the natural
link function for Poisson regression models.

The dispersion index di was defined as di ¼ s2i
Yi
, where

s2i ¼ 1
Ni�1

PNi
k¼1 ðYi, k � Y iÞ2 is the sample variance for a set

of k ¼ 1, :::,Ni cells at a given dose Di: For each dose, the
null hypothesis that the data is equidispersed was tested
using Papworth’s U test (Papworth 1983) and was rejected
for jUj > 1:96:

To test whether overdispersion occurs in published data-
sets, as well, linear-quadratic glms based on a Negative
Binomial Type 2 (NB2) or a Poisson distribution were com-
pared via Likelihood-Ratio tests (LRTs). To account for the
full distribution across cells, each cell was included as one
single data point for the estimation of regression models. A
modified version of R code from (Oliveira et al. 2016) was
used to perform constrained Maximum-Likelihood (ML)
estimation based on the R package maxLik (Henningsen and
Toomet 2011). To test the null hypothesis that there is no
difference in NC between the three donors, a Kruskal–Wallis
test (Kruskal and Wallis 1952) was applied.

To account for the influence of chromosome number on
dicentric counts, NC was divided into four chromosome
classes

T ¼ fNCjT1 : 25 < NC � 30, T2 : 30 < NC � 35,

T3 : 35 < NC � 40, T4 : 40 < NC � 50g:

NB2 regression models were estimated for each chromo-
some class separately to show the relationship of dicentric
counts and NC: To determine whether the binning of data
in chromosome classes has an influence on the dispersion
index, d was calculated for each chromosome class separ-
ately and averaged. The effect of different slides on d was
analyzed for each dose by comparing the following fixed or
mixed effects regression models for all slides containing
>100 metaphases:

1. Intercept only (no effects of NC or slide)
2. NC as fixed effect (effect of NC, no slide effect)
3. NC as fixed, slide as random effect on intercept (effect

of NC and slide)

Negative Binomial Type 1 (NB1) models were used for the
latter comparisons, assuming that the dispersion within each
dose and chromosome class is relatively constant. Estimates
were obtained using the R package glmmTMB (Brooks
et al. 2017).

To account for the remaining overdispersion and the
effect of NC, the following NB2 glms with interaction terms
between chromosome class and dose were applied:

E½Yj� ¼ kj ¼ XT
j b (2)

where

Xj ¼

1

Dj

D2
j

IT2, jDj

IT2, jD
2
j

IT3, jDj

IT3, jD
2
j

IT4, jDj

IT4, jD
2
j

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

and b ¼

b1

b2

b3

b4

b5

b6

b7

b8

b9

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

(3)

where ITm, j represents the indicator function (ITm, j¼1, if the
corresponding metaphase belongs to chromosome class Tm,
otherwise ITm, j¼0). The dicentric counts Yj from metaphase
j, dose Dj and chromosome class Tk, j follow a NB2 distribu-
tion with mean kj, dispersion parameter a and dispersion
index d ¼ 1þ ak: As NC had relatively little impact on
dicentric counts for low doses, it was assumed that the
chromosome classes have a common intercept, resulting in
more robust estimates at lower doses. Again, a modified ver-
sion of R code from (Oliveira et al. 2016) was used to obtain
calibration curve coefficients based on constrained ML
optimization.

For a given, estimated calibration curve with an estimated
coefficient vector b̂, dispersion parameter â and corre-
sponding standard errors rb̂ and râ the joint posterior
density for the parameters given the data can be obtained by

p D,b, a j yj
� � / p yj jD, b, h

� �
p D,b, hð Þ (4)

with likelihood (Hilbe 2011)

p yj jD, b, a
� � ¼ Cðyj þ a�1Þ

yj!Cða�1Þ � ayjkj
yj

1þ akj
� �yjþa�1 (5)

To estimate the Bayesian posterior density based on
Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo (MCMC) sampling, the follow-
ing model was implemented in JAGS (Plummer 2003):

bi 	 N b̂i, rb̂ i

� �
ðpriors for biÞ

a 	 Gamma
â
r2â

,
â
râ

 !
ðpriors for aÞ

D 	 Unif ð0, 10Þ ðprior for dose in GyÞ

yj 	 NB2 kj, a
� � ðlikelihoodÞ,

assuming independence of the coefficients bi:
To test the effect of including NC into the models for

calibration curve and dose estimation, simulations based on
cross-validation were performed by using each of the slides
with a cell number >100 and dose D � 1 Gy in turn as test
data for dose estimation. In each simulation run, the
remaining slides were used as training data for the
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estimation of the calibration curve. Three different models
were compared:


 M1: Quasi-Poisson models without accounting for NC on
the raw data (standard approach used in bio-
logical dosimetry)


 M2: Quasi-Poisson models after exclusion of metaphases
with NC � 25


 M3: NB2 interaction models accounting for NC:

For models M1 and M2, Quasi-Poisson models based on
Equation (1) were used for calibration curve estimation and
error propagation based on the Delta method was applied
for dose estimation (Savage and Papworth 2000). The latter
approach is similar to the implementation in the currently
most commonly used software for biological dosimetry
(Ainsbury and Lloyd 2010). The calibration curves for M3

were obtained based on Equations (2) and (3). Dose esti-
mates for M3 were obtained by the proposed Bayesian
MCMC method described above. The latter accounts for the
interaction of chromosome number and dose as well as for
the remaining overdispersion. The convergence of the chains
for the simulation runs was assessed via automatic conver-
gence diagnostics implemented in the R package runjags
(Denwood 2016). For the pooled dataset, the effective sam-
ple size for the posterior MCMC samples of the dose ranged
from neff¼7513 to neff¼12,722 with a median of neff¼10,839,
where the total number of MCMC samples was 20,000 for
all simulation runs. The mean autocorrelation was 0.29 for a
lag of one and 0.005 for a lag of five MCMC samples. On
the whole, these results suggested good convergence of the
MCMC chains. The deviation of the estimated dose D̂ from
the true dose D� was defined as D ¼ D̂ � D� and the per-
centage deviation from true dose as ~D ¼ 100 � jD̂�D�j

D� : All
calculations were performed in R version 3.6.1 and all R
code can be found in the Supplementary documents. The
data used for the statistical analysis will be provided by the
authors upon request.

Results

Calibration curves from semi-automatic scoring

Calibration curves from semi-automatic scoring of dicentric
chromosomes were estimated based on in vitro irradiated
blood samples from each of the three donors C1, C2 and C3

(Figure 1(A)). In total, 12 dose points in the range from 0
to 6Gy were evaluated for each individual. The number of
analyzed metaphases ranged between 363 and 4743 for C1,
1261 and 8774 for C2 and 1254 and 5648 for C3 (Table 1).
The linear coefficients a0 ranged between 0.0114 and 0.0217
and the quadratic coefficients b0 ranged between 0.0121 and
0.0267 (Table 2). The index ‘0’ indicates that the calibration
curves were estimated based on the raw data. While none of
the coefficients was significantly different between C1 and
C2, a highly significant difference was observed when the
quadratic coefficient (b0) from the raw data calibration curve
of C3 was compared to the corresponding coefficients of C1

and C2 (p< .001). Adding donor as a predictor to Quasi-
Poisson glms estimated for each dose D� 1Gy separately
improved the models significantly (p< .001 for all D� 2Gy;
p< .05 for all D� 1Gy), indicating considerable differences
between the dicentric counts of the individuals at higher
doses (Figure 1(A)). Especially, dicentric counts of C3

showed highly significant differences compared to C1 and
C2 for all high doses (D� 2Gy; p< .001 for 9/10 compari-
sons). In contrast, dicentric counts of C1 and C2 were rela-
tively similar and only one dose with a weakly significant
difference was observed (D¼ 5Gy, p¼ .01).

Overdispersion for high doses

For all three donors the Dispersion Index (d) increased with
increasing dose (Figure 1(B)) and significant overdispersion
(U-test, p< .05) was observed for all D� 2Gy for C3 and
for 80% of the dose points D� 2Gy for each of C1 and C2

(Table 1). Thus, for 13/15 dose points with D� 2Gy the
data wrongly suggested partial body exposure although the
experiment simulated a whole body exposure. For the
pooled dataset Cp, the dispersion index d(Cp) was very simi-
lar to d(C3) and for most D� 2Gy slightly higher than d
(C1) and d(C2). For all individuals d increased approxi-
mately linear with the mean number of dicentric chromo-
somes (Figure 1(C)). The linear increase of d with the
expected value is a typical feature of the NB2 distribution,
where dðYÞ ¼ VarðYÞ

EðYÞ ¼ 1þ ak depends on a dispersion par-
ameter a and increases linearly with the expected value k:
Therefore, it was assumed that the NB2 distribution can be
used to model persisting Poisson overdispersion after pos-
sible apparent overdispersion (Hilbe 2011) caused by varia-
tions in chromosome number has been dealt with.

To test whether overdispersion for semi-automatic count-
ing is an intrinsic property of this dataset, NB2 based regres-
sion models were compared with Poisson based models on
published data from Romm et al. (2013) via LRTs. The latter
tests the null hypothesis that the dispersion parameter
a ¼ 0, indicating equidispersion. If we reject the null
hypothesis it can be assumed that the NB2 model is superior
to the Poisson model, indicating a significant degree of over-
dispersion. The null hypothesis could be rejected at a signifi-
cance level a¼ 0.05 for all three individuals C1, C2 and C3

and for 7/8 datasets from Romm et al. (2013) (Table 3), sug-
gesting that overdispersion is a common property of semi-
automatic scoring across various datasets.

Overdispersion and chromosome number

One possible reason for the observed overdispersion is that
dicentric counts YjD at each dose point are not independ-
ent, e.g. due to one or more explanatory variables that are
not considered in standard models used in biological dosim-
etry. Overdispersion caused by omitted explanatory variables
is a typical case of apparent overdispersion and can be
eradicated from the model by including the missing pre-
dictor variables (Hilbe 2011). It can be expected that the
probability for the detection of dicentric chromosomes will
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decrease with decreasing number of chromosomes (NC)
detected by the automatic scoring system. The latter can be
a potential cause for the violation of the independence
assumption for YjD and for the observed overdispersion
and was therefore investigated in detail. Typical reasons for
low chromosome numbers detected by the software are
highly condensed chromosomes (Figure 2(A)), overlapping
chromosomes and cytoplasmic background due to low qual-
ity spreads (Figure 2(B)) or overlapping non-stimulated lym-
phocytes (Figure 2(C)). Examples for high quality
metaphases with relatively high numbers of detected chro-
mosomes are shown in Figures 2(D–F).

To evaluate the influence of NC on dicentric counts, cali-
bration curves were estimated for different classes of NC for
each of the individuals (Figures 1(D–F)). As expected,

dicentric counts increased rapidly with increasing NC, espe-
cially for D� 1Gy (Supplementary Figure 1). Particularly,
the quadratic calibration curve coefficient showed a consid-
erable increase from the lowest (NC < 15) to the highest
chromosome class (40 < NC � 50) for C1 (0.006 vs 0.036),
C2 (0.001 vs 0.035) and C3 (0.004 vs 0.040). The distribution
of NC revealed substantial differences between the three
donors (p< .0001, Figure 1(G)). Here, C3 had the lowest
median chromosome number (NC ¼ 26), followed by C2

(NC ¼ 31) and C1 (NC ¼ 35).
To test whether variations in NC introduce overdisper-

sion, different thresholds for the exclusion of chromosomes
were applied for each dose D� 2Gy. Exclusion of meta-
phases with low chromosome number substantially
decreased the degree of overdispersion for all of the high

Figure 1. Individual calibration curves, chromosome number and the association to dispersion levels. (A) Semi-automatically scored calibration curves from the
raw data of three individuals, including all metaphases identified by the software, estimated based on linear-quadratic Quasi-Poisson regression models. (B) Dose
(x-axis) vs dispersion index (y-axis) for three individuals and the pooled dataset. (C) Mean number of dicentrics (x-axis) vs dispersion index (y-axis). Regression lines
were fitted via ordinary least-squares linear regression models. (D-F) Linear-quadratic Negative Binomial regression curves for donors C1, C2, and C3 for each
chromosome class separately. (G) Histograms of the number of detected chromosomes (x-axis) for each individual. (H) Threshold for excluding metaphases based
on the number of detected chromosomes (x-axis) vs dispersion index (y-axis) for all doses D� 2 Gy. (I) Semi-automatically scored calibration curves after excluding
all metaphases with chromosome number � 25 of three individuals estimated based on linear-quadratic Quasi-Poisson regression models.
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doses (>2Gy), particularly for NC > 35 (d� 1.05, Figure
1(H)). However, for such a stringent NC threshold only 47%
(C1), 28% (C2) and 12% (C3) of the initially accepted meta-
phases would remain for further analysis. To avoid extensive
loss of data, a less stringent threshold was applied to exclude
only metaphases with a very low probability of the detection
of dicentric chromosomes (NC � 25). Using this less strin-
gent approach 86% (C1), 74% (C2) and 54% (C3) of the ini-
tially accepted metaphases could be used for further analysis
and calibration curves of the individuals became already
much more similar (Figure 1(I)), e.g. the difference between
the expected number of dicentrics per cell between C1 and
C3 at dose 6Gy decreased from 0.47 before to 0.30 after
exclusion of metaphases with NC � 25: The linear coeffi-
cients (a25) ranged between 0.0112 and 0.0249 and the quad-
ratic coefficients (b25) ranged between 0.0189 and 0.0294
(Table 2). However, there was still a significant difference
between b25(C3) versus b25(C1) (p< .0001) and b25(C2)
(p¼ .0018). Here, the index ‘25’ indicates that all metaphases
with NC � 25 were excluded prior to the analysis. In gen-
eral, the calibration curve coefficients indicated an increased
number of detected dicentrics after exclusion of metaphases
with low NC:

For each of the three individuals and for all three indi-
viduals combined, d already decreased by excluding cells
with NC � 25 and further decreased by taking the average

dispersion d calculated within each chromosome class
(Figure 3(A–D)). The difference between the dispersion lev-
els of the pooled dataset to each of the three individual data-
sets was relatively low, indicating that donor specific effects
besides variations in NC had little influence on d. However,
although overdispersion was reduced by accounting for NC,
the data remained slightly overdispersed (� 1.1
at D¼ 6Gy).

To test whether the persisting overdispersion was due to
variations of the mean number of dicentric chromosomes
between slides, regression models including chromosome
class as fixed effect and slide as a random effect were esti-
mated for the pooled dataset after exclusion of metaphases

Table 1. Data for calibration curves of individuals C1, C2 and C3.

Donor Dose (Gy) NC Cells DC Dic/cell SE

Dicentric distribution

d U0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

C1 0 34 2498 4 0.0016 0.0008 2494 4 1 �0.05
0.1 29 1679 12 0.0071 0.0021 1667 12 0.99 �0.2
0.25 35 2596 20 0.0077 0.0019 2578 16 2 1.19 7.12
0.5 34 2569 36 0.014 0.0024 2535 32 2 1.1 3.54
0.75 34 3135 78 0.0249 0.0028 3057 78 0.98 �0.98
1 35 4741 200 0.0422 0.003 4548 186 7 1.03 1.37
1.5 34 3870 287 0.0742 0.0045 3599 256 14 1 1.04 1.96
2 35 2570 372 0.1447 0.0078 2234 304 29 2 1 1.08 2.73
3 33 962 244 0.2536 0.0168 752 180 27 2 1 1.07 1.47
4 33 917 447 0.4875 0.0242 579 248 74 14 1 1 1.1 2.24
5 35 478 347 0.7259 0.0431 246 154 51 19 6 2 1.22 3.43
6 30 363 375 1.0331 0.0589 141 123 66 18 9 6 1.22 2.94

C2 0 31 4541 5 0.0011 0.0005 4536 5 1 �0.05
0.1 32 7172 31 0.0043 0.0008 7141 31 1 �0.25
0.25 32 6869 50 0.0073 0.001 6819 50 0.99 �0.42
0.5 31 8528 142 0.0167 0.0014 8388 138 2 1.01 0.76
0.75 30 7641 194 0.0254 0.0018 7452 184 5 1.03 1.63
1 30 5468 225 0.0411 0.0027 5247 217 4 0.99 �0.28
1.5 29 4966 412 0.083 0.0041 4572 376 18 1 0.23
2 30 4102 601 0.1465 0.0061 3553 500 46 3 1.04 1.67
3 31 3883 982 0.2529 0.0084 3049 697 127 9 1 1.07 3.23
4 32 1721 928 0.5392 0.019 1042 487 147 37 5 2 1 1.16 4.62
5 30 1261 762 0.6043 0.024 740 333 144 37 5 2 1.2 4.95
6 32 1418 1306 0.921 0.0277 615 468 208 94 26 6 1 1.18 4.9

C3 0 28 2305 2 0.0009 0.0006 2303 2 1 �0.02
0.1 29 4464 14 0.0031 0.0008 4450 14 1 �0.14
0.25 27 5648 34 0.006 0.0011 5615 32 1 1.05 2.86
0.5 28 5421 57 0.0105 0.0014 5364 57 0.99 �0.54
0.75 29 2259 58 0.0257 0.0034 2202 56 1 1.01 0.31
1 25 4889 162 0.0331 0.0026 4731 154 4 1.02 0.82
1.5 26 4939 334 0.0676 0.0037 4616 312 11 1 �0.08
2 24 3741 262 0.07 0.0045 3492 239 8 1 1 1.06 2.6
3 27 5238 1048 0.2001 0.0066 4345 760 113 18 2 1.14 7.26
4 27 3142 914 0.2909 0.0104 2408 581 130 20 2 1 1.17 6.87
5 25 1254 547 0.4362 0.0205 848 293 90 19 3 1 1.2 5.13
6 25 1757 878 0.4997 0.0188 1113 475 122 35 8 3 0 1 1.24 7.22

The Dispersion Index d and the Papworth U statistic are shown in the last two columns. Significant overdispersion is indicated by bold entries in column U.

Table 2. Calibration curve coefficents and standard errors for individuals C1,
C2, C3.

C1 C2 C3

Est SE Est SE Est SE

C0 0.0028 0.0010 0.0013 0.0011 0.0006 0.0012
a0 0.0114 0.0032 0.0190 0.0046 0.0217 0.0049
b0 0.0267 0.0013 0.0232 0.0017 0.0121 0.0015
C25 0.0027 0.0009 0.0012 0.0011 0.0005 0.0010
a25 0.0112 0.0030 0.0243 0.0049 0.0249 0.0050
b25 0.0294 0.0013 0.0263 0.0018 0.0189 0.0016

The subscripts ‘0’ indicate coefficients based on the raw data and subscripts
‘25’ indicate coefficients after the exclusion of metaphases with �25
detected chromosomes.
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with low chromosome numbers for each dose D� 1Gy and
compared to the same model without accounting for slide
effect. As already discussed above, including chromosome
class reduced the dispersion considerably. Including slide
into the regression model had almost no effect on the esti-
mated dispersion indices (Supplementary Figure 2). Hence,
it is very likely that the remaining overdispersion is not
caused by slide effects.

Interaction models for calibration curve estimation

To account for the influence of NC without losing too many
data points, a single calibration model from the pooled data-
set of all donors was estimated based on a multiplicative
regression model with interaction between dose and NC: To
model the overdispersion persisting after accounting for
chromosome number, NB2 based regression models were
used. The resulting coefficients of the fit for the pooled
dataset showed that mainly the quadratic interaction coeffi-
cients (b5,b7, b9) from Equation (3) increased with increas-
ing chromosome number, i.e. 0 < b5 < b7 < b9 (Table 4).
The resulting curves for each of the four chromosome
classes fitted very well to the data points of all three individ-
uals (Figure 4(A–D)). Compared to a linear-quadratic NB2
regression model without accounting for chromosome num-
ber, the interaction model accounting for chromosome
number (Equations (2) and (3)) showed lower AIC
(Akaike’s information criterion) and BIC (Bayesian informa-
tion criterion) values and a LRT suggested that accounting
for chromosome number by the suggested interaction model
significantly (p< .0001) improved the fit (Table 5). The
semi-automatically scored data for high chromosome num-
bers resembled the calibration curve scored in full manual
mode closest (Supplementary Figure 3). However, for all
chromosome classes, the number of dicentrics per cell was
much higher for manual compared to semi-automatic scor-
ing. In summary, these results suggested that accounting for
NC substantially improved the fit for the pooled dataset.

Figure 2. Examples for automatically identified metaphases with variable numbers of detected chromosomes. Low number of detected chromosomes due to small,
condensed chromosomes (A), low metaphase spread, overlapping chromosomes and high background intensity (B), overlapping non-stimulated lymphocytes (C).
Good examples for automatically identified metaphases with reasonable chromosome numbers (D–F).

Table 3. Comparison of Negative Binomial and Poisson regression models
by LRTs.

Curve Classifier �2xlog(LR) p Value a (NB2)

C1 BfS 31 1.23 1028 0.28
C2 BfS 77 1.13 10218 0.28
C3 BfS 141 7.83 10233 0.56
lab1� IRSN 0.48 .24 0.06
lab2� IRSN 20 3.53 1026 0.29
lab3� IRSN 13 .00015 0.24
lab4� IRSN 11 .00037 0.17
lab1� BfS 3.9 .024 0.14
lab3� BfS 19 7.63 1026 0.31
lab5� BfS 3.8 .026 0.14
lab6� BfS 21 1.93 1026 0.21

Calibration curves have been estimated for individuals C1, C2 and C3 and for
data from Romm et al. (2013) based on Poisson and NB2 regression models.
Small p values indicate that the NB2 model outperformed the Poisson
model, indicating a certain degree of overdispersion. Significant p values are
shown in bold. The parameter a indicates the degree of overispersion.�Data from Romm et al. (2013).
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Improved dose estimation and quantification of
uncertainties

Ignoring chromosome number can potentially cause biased
point estimates of the dose, increased variance between dose
estimates and underestimation of uncertainties. To deter-
mine the influence of NC on dose estimates, models M1, M2

and M3 were compared using simulations based on the
available data from the three donors, where M1 represents
the standard model applied in biological dosimetry, M2 the
standard model after exclusion of metaphases with low
chromosome numbers and M3 the interaction model
accounting for chromosome number. A cross-validation
strategy was applied where one slide was used as test data
for dose estimation and the remaining slides were used as
training data for calibration curve estimation (see Materials
and Methods for details).

Compared to M1, the point estimates of the resulting dose
estimates showed a lower percentage deviation from the true
dose D� for M2 and decreased further for M3 (Figure 5(A)).
For C1 a non-significant decreasing trend was observed, for
C2 (p< .05, M3 vs M1 and M2), C3 (p< .05, M3 vs M1 and
M2) and the pooled dataset (p< .001, M3 vs M1 and M2) the
decrease was tested significant by paired Wilcoxon tests. The
latter results indicated that accounting for NC corrects biased
point estimates of the dose to some degree. Furthermore, the
variance (r2D) of the deviation from the true dose decreased
markedly from M1 to M3 (Figure 5(B)) for C1

(r2 M1ð Þ ¼ 0:09; r2 M3ð Þ ¼ 0:06), C2 (r2 M1ð Þ ¼ 0:24;
r2 M3ð Þ ¼ 0:15) and especially for C3 (r2 M1ð Þ ¼ 0:35;
r2 M3ð Þ ¼ 0:17) and CP (r2 M1ð Þ ¼ 0:42; r2 M3ð Þ ¼ 0:14). In
addition, the percentage of slides with extreme estimates
(~D > 25% or Dj j > 1 Gy) decreased by including NC for C2,
C3 and the pooled dataset (Figure 5(C)). Coverage (j) was
defined as the percentage of estimated 95% confidence inter-
vals including the true dose D�: Coverage and, hence, uncer-
tainty estimation improved for C1 (j M1ð Þ ¼ 86%;
j M3ð Þ ¼ 98%), C2 (j M1ð Þ ¼ 70%; j M3ð Þ ¼ 87%), C3

(j M1ð Þ ¼ 65%; j M3ð Þ ¼ 90%) and CP (j M1ð Þ ¼ 56%;
j M3ð Þ ¼ 84%). Nevertheless, although the underestimation
of uncertainties was substantially improved, in some cases j
was still slightly lower than the nominal level of 95%

Figure 3. Dose (x-axis) vs dispersion index (y-axis). Dispersion index for the raw data, including all metaphases identified by the software, only metaphases with
chromosome number >25, average over dispersion indices for each chromosome class for donors C1, C2 and C3 (A–C) and average over dispersion indices for each
chromosome class for the pooled dataset CP (A–D).

Table 4. Calibration curve coefficients for the pooled dataset CP based on
NB2 regression models with interaction between dose and chromo-
some number.

b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9
X 1 D D2 IT2D IT2D

2 IT3D IT3D
2 IT4D IT4D

2

Estimate 0.0017 0.0126 0.0186 0.0071 0.0057 0.0132 0.0117 0.0064 0.0193
SE 0.0004 0.0021 0.0008 0.0030 0.0012 0.0036 0.0014 0.0044 0.0021
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(Figure 5(D)), pointing to slightly underestimated uncertain-
ties, in particular for CP.

Discussion

The scoring procedure for semi-automatically counted
dicentric chromosomes can introduce systematic overdisper-
sion and standard statistical methods for dose estimation
applied for manual scoring might therefore not generally be
applicable. To obtain more reliable estimates of the dose
and the corresponding confidence intervals, it is essential to
understand the mechanistic sources introducing overdisper-
sion and to account for overdispersion by adjusting the
models appropriately. Depending on the source of overdis-
persion it might not be sufficient to adjust the assumptions
about the distribution of the dicentric counts. In particular,
this is the case if apparent overdispersion (Hilbe 2011)
occurs due to additional explanatory variables that were not

considered in the statistical model. In such cases, the models
have to be adjusted accordingly and missing parameters
have to be identified and included into the models. A pos-
sible mechanism introducing overdispersion is the variability
in chromosome numbers between metaphases. The latter
violates the assumption that all metaphases at a given dose
have the same dicentric rate, and variability in the rate will
lead to overdispersion. Especially for samples with low qual-
ity, the number of detected chromosomes can be signifi-
cantly lower than for samples with better quality, because of
difficulties in the identification of the individual chromo-
somes by the software tool. Determining the impact of
differences in chromosome number on dispersion levels
enables the development of new statistical models for
improved dose and uncertainty estimation.

In total, 129,005 metaphases from three different donors
were scored semi-automatically at 12 dose points ranging
from 0 to 6Gy of low LET radiation. The data was analyzed

Figure 4. Calibration model accounting for chromosome number. The calibration model for the pooled dataset (CP, solid line) was estimated based on a multiplica-
tive regression model with interaction between dose and chromosome class. The lines were fitted based on a generalized linear regression model using a Negative
Binomial distribution of type 2 with identity link. The predicted regression lines for the pooled dataset and the mean dicentric counts for individuals C1 (squares),
C2 (circles) and C3 (triangles) and the pooled dataset (crosses) are shown for each chromosome class separately (A–D).

Table 5. Comparison of linear-quadratic NB2 regression models with and without accounting for the number of detected chromosomes.

Model AIC BIC Resid. df 2xlog-lik df LR statistic p Value (Chi)

Linear-quadratic 48090 48128 90,049 �48,082
Linear-quadratic accounted for chromosome number 47591 47685 90,043 �47579 6 502.5 <.0001

p values were assessed based on a Chi-squared test statistic, small p values indicate that the model accounting for chromosome number outperformed the
model without accounting for chromosome number.
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for systematic overdispersion and for the impact of the vari-
ability of the number of detected chromosomes on disper-
sion levels, uncertainty and dose estimates. For all three
donors overdispersion was observed for higher doses and
dispersion levels increased approximately linearly with the
mean number of dicentrics. The detection of the systematic
overdispersion at higher doses was possible as several doses
>2Gy were analyzed. For most doses >2Gy the data
wrongly suggested a partial body instead of a whole body
irradiation scenario. Moreover, the data suggested that varia-
tions in chromosome numbers are the major source for the
observed overdispersion. Based on these findings, statistical
models for improved estimation of calibration curves and
for the inverse regression problem of dose estimation were
developed to avoid misclassification of blood samples in the
frame of biological dosimetry. For the estimation of the cali-
bration curve, a constrained Maximum-Likelihood approach
was used to estimate coefficients and the corresponding
standard errors. This approach was chosen to resemble the
current approach for calibration curve estimation (IAEA
2011) as close as possible. For dose estimation, a Bayesian
model based on MCMC sampling was developed. For cross-
validation, convergence was assessed based on automatic

criteria (Denwood 2016). However, for dose estimations of
real cases convergence and autocorrelation of the MCMC
chains should be verified manually for each case. The Bayes
model was implemented in JAGS (Plummer 2003) as it pro-
vides very high flexibility regarding the implementation of
the functional relationship of dicentric counts and other
parameters as well as the likelihood and the priors. Recently,
Bayes methods have been developed and successfully applied
in different scenarios of dose reconstructions in biological
dosimetry and provide a versatile tool to quantify uncertain-
ties for inverse regression problems (Higueras et al. 2015;
Higueras et al. 2016; Słonecka et al. 2018, 2019). To test
whether the proposed model improves dose estimation, the
dataset was divided into several sets of training and valid-
ation data by a cross-validation strategy. Compared to mod-
els currently applied in biological dosimetry, the proposed
model showed less biased dose estimates, less variability
between simulation runs and significantly improved estima-
tion of uncertainties.

Currently, there are relatively few studies reporting dis-
persion levels from exposures >2Gy for automatically
counted dicentric chromosomes and published results are
contradictory. The automatically scored calibration curve

Figure 5. Validation of interaction model for dose and uncertainty estimation based on cross-validation. Mean deviation from true dose (in %) (A), variance of the
difference estimated vs true dose (in Gy) (B), percentage slides with extreme dose estimates (C) and coverage of 95% confidence intervals (D) for the Quasi-Poisson
model applied on the raw data (M1), after exclusion of metaphases with chromosome number �25 (M2) and the interaction model accounting for chromosome
number where the posterior distribution of the dose was estimated based on the Bayesian MCMC method (M3). The nominal coverage level in (D) is 95%.
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shown in Vaurijoux et al. (2009) revealed significant (U test,
p< .05) overdispersion at 3Gy and the dispersion level of
d ¼ 1:1 was comparable to results from the three donors of
the current study. However, as no other dose points >2Gy
were reported it was not possible to analyze the relationship
between dose and dispersion levels at high doses. The
authors from Romm et al. (2013) provided eight semi-auto-
matically counted calibration curves from six laboratories
based on two different classifiers. In total, 24 dose points
>2Gy were reported and 50% of these dose points showed
significant overdispersion (U test, p< .05). Reanalysis of the
data from Romm et al. (2013) based on LRTs suggested that
the NB2 model accounting for overdispersion performed
significantly (p< .05) better than the conventional Poisson
model for 7/8 curves (Table 3). In line with this result,
Oliveira et al. (2016) suggested that overdispersed models
outperformed the Poisson models for one of the curves
from Romm et al. (2013) based on AIC (Akaike 1974), BIC
(Schwarz 1978) and a score test comparing a Poisson to a
Negative Binomial model by modeling the mean via a log-
link function (Dean and Lawless 1989). In contrast, Gruel
et al. (2013) reported 14 samples from three whole body
doses >2Gy and found only one sample showing significant
overdispersion (U test, p< .05). Possible explanations might
be differences in protocols for sample preparation, criteria
for metaphase selection or classifiers for metaphase, chromo-
some and dicentric chromosome detection.

Although chromosome number seems to be the major
cause for the observed overdispersion, the data remained
overdispersed after chromosome number was accounted for.
As accounting for slide effects did not further reduce the
amount of the remaining overdispersion significantly, it is
not very likely that dependencies within slides are the cause
for the remaining overdispersion. Furthermore, the remain-
ing overdispersion had approximately similar values for all
of the three probands and for the pooled dataset, suggesting
that this effect is independent of the proband.
Overdispersion within bins of chromosome classes could
also be due to different chromosome numbers within one
chromosome class. However, if bins of width one were
selected, i.e. each chromosome number was considered sep-
arately, the remaining overdispersion remained at approxi-
mately similar levels (data not shown due to low sample size
within each chromosome number) as for the wider chromo-
some classes used for the models described above. It is
therefore likely, that other sources lead to random variability
in the dicentric rates which introduce additional overdisper-
sion. Here, the remaining overdispersion was modeled by
the Negative Binomial distribution of Type 2 as the relation-
ship between the mean number of dicentric chromosomes
and the dispersion index was approximately linear.
However, although the proposed model improved the results
of dose estimation considerably, simulations by cross-valid-
ation suggested that the uncertainty is still slightly underesti-
mated for two of the probands and especially for the pooled
dataset. The latter indicates that apparent overdispersion
from unknown sources rather than ‘real Poisson overdisper-
sion’ (Hilbe 2011) might be the source for the remaining

overdispersion. Thus, further research might be required to
investigate additional sources introducing uncertainties for
semi-automatic counting of dicentric chromosomes.

Ideally, only metaphases where the software detected >40
chromosomes would be used for the scoring of dicentric
chromosomes. However, if too stringent thresholds were
applied, very few metaphases would remeain for scoring.
The automatic method has the main advantage that very
high numbers of metaphases can be scored in a short
amount of time. This advantage would be partly lost by too
stringent thresholds. Here, a mixed strategy was suggested
by firstly excluding metaphases with very low chromosome
numbers (NC � 25) and, secondly, by accounting for
chromosome number in the statistical models. While meta-
phases with a very low probability for the detection of
dicentric chromosomes are not considered, the number of
analyzed metaphases still remains reasonably high and the
bias introduced due to chromosome number can be cor-
rected by the model. These steps can be performed after the
usual steps applied for the semi-automatic detection of
dicentric chromosomes based on the output data of the soft-
ware tool.

The comparison of calibration curves from three different
probands enabled the determination of individual effects.
Due to lower quality of the metaphase spreads proband C3

had comparatively low chromosome numbers and the
observed dicentric rates were therefore much lower than for
probands C1 and C2. If data from C3 had been used for
dose estimation based on calibration curves from C1 and C2,
doses would have been massively underestimated, leading to
wrong conclusions. The proposed method reduced sample
bias in dose estimates introduced by differences in chromo-
some numbers considerably. Variations in chromosome
numbers were also relatively high within a single proband
and the proposed method also improved dose estimation
within a single proband.

Here, it was shown that the proposed models improve
dose estimation and quantification of uncertainties consider-
ably for the given experimental setup. However, different
experimental setups from other laboratories, as e.g. different
SOPs, classifiers, exclusion criteria for metaphases and scor-
ing strategies might lead to variable patterns of the observed
dispersion levels. As discussed above, the reasons why some
studies do not detect overdispersion at higher doses remain
unknown and laboratories performing automatic scoring
should therefore thoroughly check whether overdispersion
occurs at higher doses using their own SOPs and classifier
settings. Several doses >2Gy should be considered to enable
the detection of overdispersion at higher doses and the ana-
lysis of the functional relationship between dose and disper-
sion levels. Furthermore, to obtain calibration curves that
are representative for the whole range of chromosome num-
bers, cell numbers must be reasonably high for each of the
chromosome classes. To reduce individual bias, e.g. due to
sample quality, samples from several probands should be
included for the estimation of semi-automatic calibration
curves. The proposed model was tested based on a cross-val-
idation strategy based on the data from the three probands
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included in this study. Although this strategy suggested that
the models are relatively robust against sample specific bias,
it might theoretically be possible that other variables can
introduce further bias for samples from other probands.
Therefore, the proposed models should be tested based on
independent data in future, e.g. during inter-laboratory com-
parisons. Generally, automatic counting of dicentric chro-
mosomes is more susceptible to low quality of metaphase
spreads than the conventional manual scoring strategy as
the scorer can correct bias introduced due to quality issues
to some degree because of better visual possibilities to iden-
tify individual chromosomes. Problems can potentially be
caused by low quality metaphase spreads, overlapping and
twisted chromosomes, highly condensed chromosomes, high
background levels and overlap with non-stimulated lympho-
cytes. The suggested approach will not be able to correct
bias introduced by very low quality of slide preparations
with a very low number of metaphases and/or very bad
quality of the metaphase spreads. Those slides should always
be excluded rigorously in advance.

Overdispersion in the context of low-LET acute whole-
body exposures is usually a strong indication for partial
body or heterogeneous exposures. However, overdispersion
of the whole body data will lead to inflated false positive
calls of partial body exposures in the frame of biological
dosimetry applications and therefore wrong conclusions
regarding the treatment of exposed individuals. Improved
methods for the correct detection of partial body exposures
will have to be developed in future to overcome the intrinsic
overdispersion caused by variable chromosome numbers for
semi-automatically scored dicentric data. For these methods,
overdispersion introduced by the number of detected chro-
mosomes will have to be considered as well as the persisting
overdispersion from unknown sources. Furthermore, the
results presented here will have to be validated by other lab-
oratories and in inter-laboratory comparisons and should be
included in software tools for biological dose reconstruction
in future. Validation experiments might also shed light on
the sources for the remaining overdispersion and for the
reasons of the slight underestimation of uncertainties that
was still present after accounting for chromosome numbers.
Performing experiments with variations in the experimental
setup, classifier settings or scoring strategies might also
enable the detection of the sources for the observed overdis-
persion. Low-quality samples can strongly bias the output of
the algorithms. To minimize the risk of biased dose esti-
mates, objective criteria should be defined to exclude low
quality samples prior to the automatic counting of dicentric
chromosomes.

Conclusions

The presented results demonstrate that systematic overdis-
persion occurs at high doses after low LET radiation expos-
ure for semi-automatic scoring of dicentric chromosomes. It
could be shown that variable numbers of detected chromo-
somes by the software tool are a major source for the
observed overdispersion. Statistical methods were introduced

that account for the overdispersion introduced by variable
chromosome numbers per cell as well as for persisting over-
dispersion. Simulations suggested that the proposed models
significantly improve the quantification of uncertainties and
reduce bias in dose estimates for data from single probands
and for the pooled dataset. Compared to conventional man-
ual counting, automatic scroing of dicentric chromosomes
enables much faster scoring of samples for biological dosim-
etry and the proposed approach provides a new opportunity
to obtain more robust dose estimates. However, the uncer-
tainty was still slightly underestimated and the data
remained slightly overdispersed after accounting for
chromosome number. The reasons will have to be investi-
gated in future studies.
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